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ABSTRACT
The web services framework is specially conceived for
integrating, in an easy way, different internet services from
different providers. Web services have been widely adopted
in business applications using PC-based servers as their
main implementation platform. However, the nowadays
growing computational and communication power of the
FPGA devices allows its implementation taking advantage
of the special features that those platforms offer. In this
work we propose a reconfigurable architecture to support
web services that reduces the cost and maintenance of the
system and increases the security and robustness of the
service. The feasibility of our approach is demonstrated by
developing a specific service, called WoLI, which allows
the remote wake up of network nodes over internet. The
prototype has been proved and tested in a real environment
where the service is accessible from any client able to
support standard communication with a web server.
1. INTRODUCTION
The services provided by Information and Communication
Technologies are usually supported by a crowd of small
services, generally standardized that are in the charge of
repetitive and well defined tasks. When these
programmable services are accessible over the Internet we
call them web services. Domain name service (DNS),
clock synchronizers, router services, network configuration
and monitoring services are all system administration
functions that have been exposed to the outside world as
web services. These web services can be standalone or
linked together to provide enhanced functionality. Because
every small service encapsulates its own complexity,
scalability becomes an intrinsic feature facilitating the
management and the maintenance of the services.
The web services architecture [1] (WS) provide a
loosely coupled infrastructure, consists of several standard
and protocols, which enables the easy integration of
different services from different providers independently
of every technological support (java, .net, etc ... ).
As shown in figure 1, WS is a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) [2]. A service broker publishes a
repository of available services and providers for the
location of these by the service requesters, and after being
located, a service provider may have its services requested
by a service requester.
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Fig. 1. SOA architecture
Because of its complexity WS are mainly implemented
on PC-oriented architectures. However there exists a
growing trend of integrate them on embedded applications
in order to export their advantages to other technologic
fields like ambient intelligence, robotics, internet
appliances and industrial devices [3] [4].
There are several different embedded platforms in the
market that are able to support a web service. For example:
RabbitCore[5], SHIP[6], or Digi ConnectMe[7]. These
systems, generally based on 32bits microprocessors,
implement a whole web server with software written
TCP/IP stack, all of them supported by an embedded
operating system. These low cost solutions present clear
drawbacks in terms of performance and liability because of
the software complexity. In the same way it can be found
several web service development kits like J2ME[8],
eSOAP[9] or gSOAP[1O], that simplify the building of
applications, but invariably increases the necessity of
hardware resources and computational power.
In this work we propose a novel architecture based on
FPGA devices for developing whardware cores. The
adoption of FPGAs for implementation purposes adds the
following advantages to the traditional solutions:
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* High performance. By the usage of a fully hardware
implemented web server with a very low response time.
Also depending on its complexity it can be possible to
develop a hardware core for implementing the service
tasks.
* Reconfiguration. Lets the system update itself to meet
new requirements or to supply new services,
maintaining the performance.
* High level of integration. Enabling the possibility of the
integration of the whole system (except physical layers)
in just one device. This includes other processing
modules needed for the service, for example: acquisition
modules, communication modules, DSP coprocessors,
etc...
* Security by design. It makes it harder to obtain control
of the system through DoS-style attacks. Furthermore,
because of absence of O.S. the services are less
vulnerable to other kinds of attack.
* Robustness. Eliminating the needed of software the
majority of the O.S. inherent problems can be avoided.
* Zero maintenance. Following a plug&play methodology
by design.
This paper presents our initial efforts to provide a
reconfigurable framework for the efficient implementation
of web services. Using the infrastructures provided by the
framework the WS developer only have to concentrates in
the design of the service tasks.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the
main features of the architecture are presented. Section 3
starts with a brief overview of one specific web service
called WoLI that we will use as proof of the concept. Next
its implementation is described in detail. Section 4 shows
the results of the prototype evaluation that was carried out
on a real environment. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our
conclusions.
2. WS RECONFIGURABLE ARCHITECTURE
The proposal consists of a network device, called WSRP
(Web Service Reconfigurable Platform), which provides a
service, or set of compatible services, with the Web Service
technology. It includes a discovery server through which
the device will announce its capacities, how it will offer
them and, mainly, how they must be solicited to him. The
clients (compatible with WS) who request the service
supplied by the device, complete the scenario (figure 2).
Next we will describe and analyze its architecture. In a
first level of detail, the platform consists of three blocks:
* A communication module with the Network Interface
Card (NIC) that provides physical access to the
TCP/IP network.
* An external storage memory that lodges so much the
hardware configurations necessary to offer the
services like the information used by these services
and the platform. This memory is divided in two
independent logical partitions, one for each kind of
data.
* The WSoC (Web Services on Chip), the device kernel
that also provide a hardware framework with all the
functional elements needed by a web service to
register itself in a UDDI server, to activate and to offer
their services under demand to any connected WS
client over Internet.
The WSRP is structurally composed by modules (figure
3) classified according to their functionality that will be
described in subsequent sections.
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Fig. 2. WS scenario
2.1. Protocol Module
The Protocol Module provides communication standards
like HTTP, SOAP and UDDI based on the TCP/IP stack
through the MAC/PHY to communicate the platform with
other nodes over the data network.
This module implements a TCP/IP stack so that the
platform works correctly over this kind of networks. It
allows make requests of basic network configuration using
DHCP, BOOTP or uPnP protocols. It also implements the
necessary protocols to contact and communicate with
clients or other services by SOAP through HTTP protocol.
It is also compatible with UDDI protocol so that the
platform is able to communicate with UDDI register
servers (service brokers).
2.2. PnP Manager
The PnP Manager obtains the basic network configuration
parameters. It uses the protocols supplied by the Protocol
Module (DHCP, BOOTP, PnP) for this aim. Once this job
is accomplished the device can begin the communications
over the data network.
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Fig. 3. WS Reconfigurable Platform
2.3. FileSystem Manager
The File System Manager manages the I/0 of the File
System located at the storage memory. It allows read/write
file operations on the storage memory. The files can be of
different types (html, wsdl, user parameters, etc...)
depending on the nature of the service. As it is shown in the
figure, it only accedes to the data partition where files
reside and not to the reserved area for the services
configurations.
2.4. Reconfiguration Manager
The module reads the available configurations of the
storage memory and reconfigures the WS Reconfiguration
Area to supply these services as web services. It is only able
to access to the WS Repository area of the storage memory.
Ideally the RM will have to make use of the partial
reconfiguration tools available by the specific FPGA
technology. In this way the storage requirements are
reduced but at the cost of higher complexity of the RM.
2.5. Web Service Container
The Web Service Container (WS Container) can be
considered as the system core. We have subdivided it in the
WS Reconfiguration Area, the HTTP Manager and the
UDDI Manager.
2.5.1. WS Reconfiguration Area
This is the reconfigurable area where the services provided
by the device reside. This area has been previously
reconfigured by the reconfiguration manager using the
saved web services cores at the WS Repository.
2.5.2. HTTP Manager
The HTTP manager implements the necessary logic to
allow the communication between web services and the
clients. It makes use of the Protocol Module to manage
SOAP messages generated and received by the configured
web services.
2.5.3. UDDIManager
The UDDI Manager performs the auto-registration tasks on
an UDDI server. It makes use of the Protocol Module to
manage correctly the auto-registration and to update the
information about the services on a UDDI compliant server.
3. IMPLEMENTATION
To evaluate the feasibility of our proposal, a concrete web
service has been developed and embedded in the WS
platform. The first section describes the functionality of this
service and the second section shows the hardware
architecture.
3.1. Service description (WoLI)
The WoLI service [11] provides Wake on LAN (WoL) over
Internet, that is, offers to a client the management of remote
switch on of a host connected to a LAN, from any place
where he has an Internet connection and a standard web
service client. The implemented commands of the WoLI
service are detailed in table 1. The functions "Login" and
"Logout" are included to provide a minimal security to the
service through authentication. The client will not be
allowed to use "Wake" function ifhe is not correctly logged
in. For simplicity the authentication process will be only
valid for one IP and MAC address and will have a limited
timeout. Once one client has been logged in, he can use
"Wake" command and wake any host on the local area
network where the device is connected only introducing its
MAC address.
Table 1. WoLI service commands
Arguments Description
Login <Password> User authentication. Allows
<IP> the client to use the service
Logout <IP> Disables the service
Wake <MAC> Boots a network host through
WoL.
For all commands, the service
throws an error if something
is incorrect.
Part of the Wake command is shown as it is written
down on the WSDL description sheet.
<message name="wakeupRequest">
<part name="ip" type="xsd:string"/>
</message>
<message name="wakeupResponse">
<part name="return" type="xsd:string"/>
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</message>
<operation name="wakeup">
<documentation>wake on lan over internet
</documentation>
<input message="tns:wakeupRequest"/>
<output message="tns:wakeupResponse"/>
</operation>
3.2. Prototype Architecture
The WoLI device is a subset of the architecture described in
section 2, and includes the whole communication module, a
simplified file system that manages the WSDL service
description sheet, the UDDI auto-publication module and
the complete logic for the WoLI web service (figure 4).
Fig. 4. WoLI architecture
The Celoxica RC203E board [12] was used for the
implementation of WoLI. It has one Xilinx XC2V3000
FPGA, two ZBT 4MB memory banks and a SmartMedia
Flash memory for permanent storage. The network
interface included in this board is the MicroSystems
LAN9 1CIII which includes a MAC+PHY full-duplex
controller with 16KB buffer. The whole design uses 5.013
slices of the FPGA (34%), one block RAM (10%) and works
at 40 MHz. Only 10KB of external SRAM are used for
temporal storage of auxiliary data.
Handel-C high level description language [13] was used
for the system coding, allowing a fast and incremental
development. Some libraries included in PDK v4. 1
(Platform Development Kit) were used as drivers for the
external devices. The prototype does not support partial
reconfiguration and the SmartMedia is used to store the
bitstream of the whole design. The design uses nor
microprocessor neither software. It is composed of the
following processes:
3.2.1. Load and Storage process
It is in charge of load and store the service WSDL
description sheet and works as a reduced file system. In the
implementation, the load process consists in reading
standard files from the Flash memory and storing them on
RAM memory. To improve the performance of the sending
process, the WSDL page is split in MTU size blocks and
each one of them is stored with its length, checksum (16-bit
sum) and a last block flag (see Table 2).
Table 2. Optimized wdsl format
1 bit 16 bits 16 bits n bits
last data length data check data
3.2.2. Communication process
The hardware communication process introduces the
protocols the platform uses: Ethernet II (Link layer), IP and
ARP (network layer), TCP transport layer and HTTP,
SOAP and UDDI (application layer).
3.2.3. Main process
The main process (figure 5) includes the Web Service
container responsible of the HTTP/SOAP request and
replies management that are necessary to process the
WSDL description sheet, GET requests or any of the
service command POST requests.
Read Bytes from Eth Device=
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Fig. 5. Main process flow
This process includes a XML/SOAP parser that
interprets each received command and builds the
corresponding HTNL/SOAP reply according to the
concrete web service logic (functions and parameters).
Following an event-driven philosophy, on a SOAP
incoming packet event, that always comes wrapped in a
HTTP POST message, the device executes the XML parser
guided by a state machine that obtains the key parameters
for each function. It is a simple lexical and syntactic
analyzer that reads XML and save it with its relevant
parameters. After finishing the reading, the parameters are
processed to build a service-coherent response. Algorithm 1
shows the summarized Handel-C code for the main loop.
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macro proc RunServet (Eth){
InputPacket Packet;
OutputPacket OutPacket;
while (1){
NetReadBegin (Eth, &Packet);
par{
NetReadUntilEnd(Eth,&Packet);
switch (Packet.Type){
case PROTOCOL ARP:
HandleARP(Eth,
&Packet,&OutPacket);
break;
case PROTOCOL IP:
HandleIP(Eth,
&Packet,&OutPacket);
break;
default:
HandleUnknown(Eth,&Packet);
break;
} } }
Algorithm 1. Main Loop
This module logic loaded into the FPGA has to contain
the Web Service functions defined in the WSDL sheet,
parameter names and types of each function and the
algorithm for each function to interpret the input parameters
and generate the output. Finally, a set of error messages to
manage the error situations were defined.
3.2.4. Auto-Registration process
The auto-registration process implements the function of
the automatic register of the Web Service into a UDDI
server. This module is capable of check if the service is
registered and, if not, registers it into the UDDI server.
4. PROTOTYPE EVALUATION
and WireShark software tools. As can be seen the
performance is always superior in our prototype with a
minor occupation of resources and a reduced clock rate. A
more detailed description of the tests and results can be
found in [4].
Table 3. Systems description
System Resources Freq
PC PIll, 512MB RAM 1,1GHz
Win XP
FPGA Virtex2Pro 3.752 Slices 1OOMHz
+PowerwPc+68BRAM
FPGA Virtex2 5.013 Slices + 1 BRAM 40MHz
(hw only)
Table 4. Performance test results
System Resp. time (ms) Netw. traffic (KB/s)
1KB 5KB 10KB 1KB 5KB 10KB
PC 2 2,1 2,1 435.0 1397.5 2813.5
FPrGA 0,6 1 1,1 888.3 1672.3 2257.1
FPGA 0,4 0,5 0,5 889.8 2464.9 3034.2
2_
4.2. Publication Test
A jUDDI [15] server has been used to check the auto-
registration module. It registers the service in a standard
way. Connecting the prototype to a network, it can be
proved, sniffing the traffic, that it seeks the WoLI service in
jUDDI server. If it is not found then it is published, by
doing the authentication to deal with jUDDI server private
functions. Figure 6 shows a sequence diagram with the
main instructions.
4.3. WoLI service Test
4.1. Performance Test
The performance of the prototype was compared with other
implementations over embedded microprocessors and PC
(table 3). The test was carried out with httperf application.
This utility generates a fixed number of GET HTTP
requests per second and measures the numbers of replies
and the speed they arrive from the server in the next second.
In our case, 5.000 HTTP requests were run against each
system ranging from 20 to 800 requests per second. The test
was performed for different size of pages (1KB, 5KB and
10K) and was repeated five times, taking the average of
results and excluding atypical values by means of typical
deviation. The response time was measured as the average
time between the request first sent byte and the reply first
received byte.
Traffic measure was used to reveal maximum rate in KBps
obtained by each implementation. This value is always
associated with the test with the highest reply rate without
errors. Table 4 shows the results obtained using TCPDUMP
The service has been successfully tested using, on one
hand, a PHP client using NuSOAP library [16] and, on the
other hand, a command line standard client developed by
Apache group called WSIF [17]. This standard client is able
to use services through an invoker that only writing the
function and the parameters and the address where de
WSDL sheet is stored builds a correct call to the prototype
service and show the obtained response.
The process that the PHP and the WSIF clients follow,
when the auto-registration process has finished is the
following:
* Firstly, the client seeks the service in the jUDDI server
to obtain the address of the WSDL sheet that, in this
case, is stored in the FPGA.
* Secondly, the client requests the WSDL description
sheet through a HTTP GET request. After that the
FPGA replies with the WSDL sheet.
* Once the WSDL description is obtained, the client
builds valid SOAP requests that will be sent through
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HTTP POST messages to the FPGA web services
server. And it will replay with the corresponding SOAP
replies, according to the described WoLI commands.
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Fig. 6. Use case sequence diagram
5. CONCLUSIONS
Web services present a way to interconnect applications
through Internet among computational systems. Besides, its
eminently open and standardized architecture provides to
web services a great potential use in technological fields
were embedded systems are a must.
In this work we propose a reconfigurable architecture
for developing embedded web services based on FPGAs.
Using this framework the engineer can concentrates in the
design of the service tasks, taking advantage of the special
features that FPGA devices offer.
A specific instance of the architecture has been
implemented and evaluated as a proof of the concept. The
results show the feasibility of our approach.
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